1) What is the inspiration for the video? Is there a style or tone the OVPRI would like to see?

A: The University of Hawai‘i would like to highlight its programs in the area of sustainability and resiliency. Recommendations on the appropriate style or tone should be provided by the vendor.

2) Are you looking to feature sustainability and resiliency programs and efforts from all ten campuses in this video or just specific campuses? Also, are there specific sustainability and resiliency programs you would like to feature?

A: The University of Hawai‘i is looking to feature programs and efforts that best represent the topic across the UH System. Specific programs will be identified/selected with the vendor.

3) If an oral presentation is required during the week of October 15, is a video conference an option?

A: An oral presentation, if necessary, a video conference is an option.

4) Is there a budget range the university has in mind for this project?

A: The University of Hawai‘i has no budget for the proposal. The cost will be evaluated based on the proposed bid package submitted.

5) Do any of the sustainability programs you want to feature occur either in or under water and thus would require specialty gear?

A: Possibly, based on the recommendations reached in question #2.

6) Has UH and/or the OVPRI done videos like this in the past? If so, is there an incumbent contractor for this project?

A: Other units at the University of Hawai‘i may have done videos in the past. There is no incumbent contractor.